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Lebara mobile check data usage

Give us your email address and instructions to reset your password will be sent to you by email. 2 posts Lebara mobile 6 years ago This is not a question per se, but (hopefully) useful advice. I bought a prepaid Lebara SIM (Carte SIM Prepayee) from relay tabac at Gare de Austerlitz. Online activation of
the Sim card is not possible because the site requires you to enter a French address and appears to check the validity of your name. Nor was it interested in accepting my Australian passport number. The way to go is to dial the secured 2333 number and wait for the opportunity in English and speak to the
operator. As we were moored on the barge, even the French address was problematic, but he was lucky to take my passport number and home address and said he was activating my SIM. I tried to call my partner's mobile, which was a travel SIM purchased in Australia in it. It told me I had dialed a
limited number. For a couple of days I assumed that it was just taking time to activate (a lot of posts suggesting this) but eventually tried the international number (Mum) and got straight through. OK, but the data still does not work (for another reason I assumed the SIM has not yet been activated).
Lebara's online Help explains how to configure your phone for data by adding a new APN. BIG TIP: What it doesn't say is that apn password is also wap the same as username. I found that on Lebara UK YouTube videos. In general, I can now make calls (but not on my partner's travel SIM equipped
phone), but I can text her phone (go figure) and I have the data working. Make what you all set :-). - Grum Level Contributor 7072 posts 159 reviews 140 useful votes 1. Re: Lebara mobile 6 years ago It's frustrating! To get the data, I had to text the code to Lebara indicating how much data I wanted to buy
the chunk. I think it's a great warning for people to go with the SIM card they can get in store and get personally help with – like Orange or Bouygues. Thanks for sharing Level Contributor 78 posts 208 reviews 56 useful votes 2. Re: Lebara mobile 6 years ago Good to know. I'm looking to get a SIM next
week and I think I'll just stop by the Orange location and let them setup everything for me instead of me having to fight with online help or phone support. Level Contributor 6347 posts 26 reviews 70 came in from 3. Re: Lebara mobile 6 years ago, if you had just gone to the largest carrier, SIM would have
worked completely before you left the store. 2 posts 4. Re: Lebara mobile 6 years ago Yes, you're probably correct – I'm pretty inexperienced with the trip (first trip to Europe). However, I really didn't post it as a whinge, more just in case someone else was in the same position as me. The internet helps
me quite a bit every day at work, and it's not often that I can get back in favor. And I could still go into the Orange store ... :-) Level Contributor 6883 posts reports 40 useful votes 5. Re: Lebara mobile 6 years ago Bonjour, Bonjour, I'm sorry about your problem with sim, but your post is very useful. MrsJAS
1 post 1 review 3 useful votes 6. Re: Lebara mobile 5 years ago Speaking of Lebara, I have been using my service from time to time while in France. I am not a French citizen. Indeed, the law here requires all mobile operators to identify their customers by buying a new sim and Lebara has the option of
new customer registration through its website. There is no physical place where this could be done, and the French address is mandatory. I don't know exactly what it means that they have to check it out, but I'm not worried though how I gave my real address. In the case of service mileage may vary.
There is a good choice of prepaid coupons, but they don't always live up to what is advertised. I had like three times the top ups worth 9.99 euros each and promising 4 hour voice calls with 500Gb internet and I made them after a few minutes of calls and less than 50Gb of internet traffic. They are
probably considered 10euro regular coupons. My questions with Lebara ended nowhere. Instead of getting a response, I received more promotional messages about other offers. The Internet service is not set up automatically for the first time. There are instructions on how to do this on the company's
website, but they are not clearly visible and do not always work. I did this manually with instructions from You Tube and it was pretty demanding to not be tech savvy. The Internet is very slow at times, but it is something to be expected from a virtual operator. Prices are competitive though. My vocation
experience with Canada, for example, was good. But perhaps Lebara is not the best choice for a short-time traveler to France. I wish I had the experience of other sim providers (except regular network owners and more expensive Orange, SFR, or Boygues) to recommend. Level Contributor 6833 posts
105 reviews 333 useful helpful 7. Re: Lebara mobile 5 years ago Before anyone just waltzes into the phone store, you might have to look online to understand your choices in the first place. Most stores are sellers who speak enough English, but terms and conditions, prices and everyone else can be very
confusing. You don't want to buy more than you need and you want to make sure you get everything you want. There - confused, yet? Wait until you go to the store ... You can check out this site in orange. www.sites.orange.fr/shop/forfaits_mobiles/options Search for prepaid, rechargeable MobiCarte. Buy
as much coverage as you think you use – you can easily top up the card if you need to, either at the phone store or at many ATMs. You can also simply buy a cheap phone – not using one that can have problems – have vendors load it with a prepaid rechargable MobiCarte, and then sell the phone back
to the store when you're ready to leave the city. I've been using mobicarte system for years, and very it. NOTE: You must present a passport - or a copy - to purchase a purchased service in Paris. This is a precautionary measure for the fight against fraud, anti-terrorism, and that is normal. Level
Contributor 49 posts 29 reviews 14 useful with 8. Re: Lebara mobile 5 years ago I used Lebara the last time I went, but it used to chew data like there was no tomorrow. I've just done some research and I think this time when I go it will be Orange for me. Here's the place: And Tariff (2 GB for €30): Level
Contributor 26,923 posts 2 reviews 6 helpful votes 9. Re: Lebara mobile 5 years ago I have read reports of rude and unhelping service to some Orange boutiques, but if you go to one of the biggest corporate stores like rue de Sevres in the 6th, the service is usually a top notch. &lt;I don't= know= exactly=
what= means= they= have= to= verify= it=&gt;&gt; There is no check for the address you specify when getting the SIM card. It is a requirement that you give an address to you to give one. The hotel address indication is true and meets the requirement. You didn't look at the security. &lt;I had= for=
instance= on= three= occasions= top= ups= worth= 9.99= euros= each= and= promising= 4= hours= voice= calls= with= 500gb= internet= and= i= used= = them up= in= a= few= = calls=&gt;&gt; None of the prepaid services promises a certain talk time. This would be impossible because depending on
where you call, rates per minute change. Service providers only offer a credit value in euros and it is consumed according to your location and destination rates table. Lebara rates are much lower than those of Orange. &lt;I used= lebara= last= time= i= went,= but= it= tended= to= chew= up= data= like=
there= was= no= tomorrow.=&gt;&gt; This is an exciting statement. How exactly does the network ̈chew up the data ̈? If your phone uses more data than you should, check your phone's download settings. Also check your update settings and choose an option to keep apps updated only with wiFi. High
consumption has everything to do with what you download and how it is displayed, and probably has nothing to do with the network itself. Some service companies, such as Orange, SFR, Bouygues, offer different from what companies offer, such as Lebara, Lycamobiles and others. The networks
themselves are the same, Lebara uses the Bouygues network, Carrefour Mobile uses the Orange Network, la Poste Mobiles uses SFR, but Lebara and others like them have no place to go for help if you need it. It is not difficult to insert a SIM card into your phone and create a service on a network. Data
problems, if any, are usually more difficult than adjusting your phone's APN records. It's not rocket science, but some don't want to deal with it. There are solutions for everyone, but one solution may not be perfect for every user. Level Contributor 14097 posts 2 reviews 6 helpful votes 10. Re: Lebara
mobile 5 years ago Networks failed dates. You košļāt&lt;/I&gt; &lt;/I&gt; &lt;/I&gt; &lt;/I&gt; Data. And even if Lebara and others may not be dedicated to stores, there are plenty of places where you can go get help. Our local grocery store has a phone store that provides all sorts of help with any type of
SIM card. Card.
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